HIGH SCHOOL
IN MÄNTTÄ
Preparatory studies for medicine,
art, music and sports

High school in the Art Town of
Mänttä-Vilppula

Our school is a versatile common school where you can
complete a double or triple degree.
You can study in multiple ways and choose for instance
preparatory courses for medicine and also art,
music and sports.
The Art Town of Mänttä-Vilppula is a lively small town
in Upper Pirkanmaa, about 90 kilometres from Tampere and
Jyväskylä. Our town has culture and art, beautiful nature and
plenty of opportunities for hobbies.

The lines for
medicine and
natural sciences
From autumn 2021 onwards you
can attend a line focusing on
medicine and natural sciences.
This line gives you a chance to
study additional courses from
biology, chemistry, physics and
mathematics.
This line collaborates with
different universities and other
partners. In addition,
preparatory courses are
organized for the entrance
examinations of the faculty
of medicine and they are
included in the high school
studies.

Art, music and sports
There is a large set of courses available at Mänttä high school for art, music
and sports. How would it sound to have for instance ice hockey and boxing
connected to your studies, playing in bands or studying and making art?
You can choose versatile courses on art and music and study at the Top
Sports Academy at Mänttä high school.
In art, we work together with the Autere adult education centre, the
Serlachius museum and Mänttä Art Festival. The Merikanto music institution
is our partner in music and with sports we work with SASKY (Municipal
Education and Training Consortium) and with the local sports clubs.

Connect your
high school
studies with
vocational studies

With us you can carry out a
double or triple degree by
combining the high school,
vocational school and the
matriculation examination.
Our partner SASKY is
responsible for the
vocational training.

Studying

Our students have typically done well in the matriculation examination
through the years. In many subjects, when comparing high schools, we are
above the national average. Your success at school is extremely important for
us. Thus our teachers and student counsellor offer you continuous guidance
with your studies and help you plan your course selection depending on your
future studies.
We work with multiple different higher education
partners so you can take orientation studies, university courses and study
units already while studying at the high school. These are accepted as a part of
your upper secondary degree.
You can find a pleasant library at our school where you can study and spend
your breaks. There is also a small kitchen meant for the students.
When you come to study at our school we are able to offer you a student flat
just around the corner. So, accommodation during your studies is already
taken care of!
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